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Abstract. This study aims to understand whether time restriction along with a ‘situational
influence on creativity’ can act as a catalyst to speed up unique design alternative
generation when digital media is being used compared to sketching. In order to achieve
this, an experiment with undergraduate architectural design students is conducted. The
results are measured with the flexibility and fluidity measures of creativity proposed by the
Torrance Test.
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INTRODUCTION
There is an extensive amount of study regarding
comparison of traditional design tools versus digital
design tools. Majority of these studies conclude that
design tools affect design creativity and find digital
design tools to be restrictive. The evidence for this
account is obtained from the findings of design experiments conducted comparing number of design
alternatives generated using digital media -3D modelling tools- versus traditional sketching tool as design media. (Bilda and Demirkan, 2003; Stone, 2007;
Won, 2001)
This paper will conduct an experiment by preconditioning the participants to produce as many
unique design ideas as possible and manipulating
the natural design process with a time restriction to
study whether time restriction can act as a catalyst
to speed up unique design alternative generation
process when digital media is being used compared
to sketching. Thus, tendency to spend more time
on detailing a certain design alternative rather than
producing unique ideas when using 3D modelling
tool will be tested against ways of prevention. In
order to measure design productivity, flexibility and
fluidity measures developed to assess creativity will
be used.

If the results show that it is possible to generate as many unique design solutions as traditional
sketch tools without coprimising the creative content- being the variation of design ideas, then it will
be possible to foster new ways to teach digital design tool to help the designer pace himself when using 3D modelling software.
On the other hand, if the results comply with
former research in this area, the study will have
eliminated vertical thinking in terms of attention to
detailing, a suspect as the inhibitor of productivity
when 3D modelling software is utilized. Thus, other
factors will be available to investigate in order to
improve 3D modelling software so that it supports
creativity in terms of productivity on new ideas as
firmly as sketching does.

ACCOUNT FOR CREATIVITY
A variety of studies have concluded that use of digital media restricts design creativity. There are many
debates on the account of creativity. It is difficult
to define creativity in isolation from individual differences and the impact of background. However,
in terms of design creativity, use of lateral thinking
will be considered as an account for creativity in this
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research. Here, a measure through fluidity and flexibility, where productivity in terms of unique design
ideas compared to total amount of design ideas produced by one participant will be utilized.

Creativity Measures
There are several ways in which design creativity is
measured. One that is seen most frequenly is the
Torrance Test developed by E. Paul Torrance, consisting of originality, flexibility and fluidity. Here originality refers to a design’s uniqueness. Every design
solution is compared to rest of the solutions to see
if the same idea was present in other designers’ design alternatives. Flexibility criteria refers to variation
of ideas present in the offered design alernative set.
Fluidity criteria refers to total number of solutions
generated relevant to design problem given.
In previously conducted research on creativity
in traditional versus digital media, the researchers
have indicated that digital tools are less fluid, meaning that it produces fewer amount of alternatives
than traditional sketching.
This study conducts an experiment to investigate if there is a way in which digital tools can become as fluid as traditional tools without comprimising the flexibility of the solutions.

Tool Effect on Creativity
Tools are used to externalise ideas and mental images. They have been studied in terms of their impact
on design thinking; thus making a case for the two
medium becoming pedagogically linked (Stones,
2007). Particular tools make, by application of default settings, particular types of marks with certain
visual characteristics. Media provide a context or an
environment within which we consider our design
discipline, meaning that the software or pencil may
‘frame’ our view of actions (Stones, 2007).

PREVIOUS WORK ON SKETCHING - WHY
TRADITIONAL MEDIA PRODUCES MORE?
Preliminary design studies made using traditional
media and digital media have been compared by a
number of researchers with several points of view.

In his study, Goel (1995) has concluded that paper
based systems support creative thinking by allowing for lateral thinking. This is seen as a result of
denseness embedded within ambiguous property
of sketching. Therefore, it is accepted to yield the
designer to move from one idea to another more
fluently.
Many designers adopt sketching as design tool
during preliminary design phase. In this phase, the
designer incubates, sets design goals and values
and searches embodiement for his ideas.
Sketching is preferred for its ambiguious properties still consisting of specified coherent physical form along with conceptual and propositional
knowledge (Goldschmidt, 1991). Sketches aid
memory as a medium where the designer off-loads
his working memory. They also aid the designer in
terms of perceiving visuo-spatial relationships and
reasoning about the goals to be set during preliminary desing phase (Suwa and Tversky, 1996). Sketches are not full representations of ‘the mind’s eye’,
rather representations of the thinking process. The
particular form of representation system formalized
by syntactic and semantic denseness and ambiguity
potentially yields more lateral transformations for
design creativity (Goel, 1995). Ambiguity of sketches
stems from the drawing and its representative not
being fixed so that there are always new ways of seeing and reinterpreting sketches which provides the
action in reaction (Schon, 1987) or see-move-see approach. Both approaches indicate that the designer
reinterprets his sketches –sees- produces a new idea
and sketches –moves- then sees something new in
his sketch –sees, which in return leads to creativity.

PREVIOUS WORK ON DIGITAL MEDIA –
WHY DIGITAL MEDIA PRODUCES LESS?
Previous work on comparison between traditional
sketching media and digital media has often been
evaluated with the number of design solutions each
media has produced.
Bilda and Demirkan (2003) compared the design
process of an interior designer and concluded that
traditional media had advantages over digital media
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in supporting the perception of visuo-spatial features and organizational relations in design, production of alternative solutions and better conception
of design. Their results show that the user who used
digital media produced fewer ideas and showed
more imaging activities than seeing and drawing.
Stones (2007) has conducted another study on
graphic students experimenting synthesis strategies depending on production media. The data has
shown that designers have produced twice as many
solutions as digital media when traditional sketching is used as a tool. The study team differentiated
between these solutions in terms of identifying diverse solutions. Here, a diverse solution is defined
as using a different positioning or orientation to a
previous alternative during a graphical design study
where syntactic relations are the focus instead of
semantic relations. The results showed that 328 diverse solutions were made when using traditional
sketching as a tool, 131 diverse solutions were made
using computer as a tool and 94 diverse solutions
were made using both media. They concluded that
the students were capable of reinterpreing the digital marks as other forms but they were less successful in turning those new digital forms into new ideas
(Stone, 2007).
One of the main reasons why digitally produced
studies offer less solution alternatives is that digital
tools offer opportunities for deletion (Stones, 2007).
This means, the designer can undo many moves as
well as an entire alternative resulting the number of
solutions proposed to decline.
Won (2001) has conducted a study and concluded that working on the computer supported a
more frequent interchange between focus on detail
and focus on the whole. This finding indicates a tendency towards vertical thinking when using digital
media for design.

THE STUDY: TIME AS INHIBITOR IN DIGITAL DESIGN MEDIA
Time factor is used to established a controlled experiment in design process. Although Runco (2004)
lists time pressure as one of the influences that may

potentially inhibit creativity; this study brings a time
limit in order to establish what Ronca states that
Amabile and Gryskiewicz (1989) and Witt and Beorkrem (1989) refers to as “situational influences on
creativity” through encouragement towards uniqueness. And what the study will be assessing is not creativity in terms of original work among the group,
which would demand time and incubation, but the
variety of design ideas for each participant.
This study has been conducted in Doğuş University, undergraduate Architecure Program. The
class that the experiment has been conducted was
a department elective course called TechnologyDesign- Architecture where lectures regarding the
relation between the three were studied as well as
contemporary implications of technology and computation in the field of design.
Before the experiment took on, the students
were asked to state whether they have any previous experience with Sketch-up and if yes, they were
asked for how long. Out of 11 students, 5 declared
competency in Sketch-up and 6 declared that they
have neved tried it out. Of these five students, one
was attending his fifth semester and four were attending their seventh semester in undergraduate
architecture program.
This study has been established in two sets.
First, the participants were asked to design a bench
using traditional sketching methods as design tool.
They were announced to have 30 minutes and they
were also asked to produce as many ideas as possible. Second, they were asked to design a waste bin
using SketchUp as the designated digital tool. They
were again announced to have 30 minutes and that
they should try to generate as many design ideas as
possible.
The participants were asked to note down keywords defining each of their design idea. This was
asked to aid decision process, along with an evaluation of the sketch by the reviewer if the design proposal is a unique idea or if it is a re-interpretation of a
former one of the same participant. Thus, total number of design alternatives –fluidity measure- is made
possible to compare to the number of unique ideas
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Figure 1
Linkography of a Design Cycle.
Goldschmidt (1990).

generated in each medium –flexibility measure.
These keywords have been utilized to construct a
graphic for each participant’s productivity in generating design ideas using the graphic representation
method of Linkograph, proposed by Goldschmidt
(1990) (Figure 1). This way, it is possible to analyse if
the participant’s ideas developed in a lateral or vertical thinking manner.
Specification of the number of new ideas generated is necessary for a valued comparison of the
sets. A comparison between total amount of alternatives generated in each media along with a total
number of unique ideas generated in each media
is made to measure the productive nature of those
under time restriction. In addition to that, a ratio of
the number of unique ideas to the number of total
alternatives generated in each media is compared to
seek for indications of vertical thinking both when
using sketching as a design tool and 3D modelling
software.

Linkograph
These numbers will be graphed through a Linkograph constructed by Goldschmidt (1990; 1992).
This method is utilized to measure design productivity. Linkography maps the links between moves
where the moves refer to design ideas (Figure 1).
The sequence of moves is represented as hollow
dots aligned in a horizontal line. Related moves are
connected with links where links are nodes at the
intersection points of two diagonal lines connecting
related moves. She poses that a link index is the ratio between the number of links and the number of

moves generated in a design process. A web refers
to a relatively small number of moves with a large
number of links. A chunk is defined as ‘the block of
links among successive moves that link exclusively
among themselves and barely interconnected with
other moves’. The linkograph of more creative design would be rich in link indexes, more chunks and
more webs.
In this study, linkograph is read in a different
way. Here, the total number of design alternatives
produced corresponds to moves and number of
unique ideas may be filtered through links. Although this study makes use of a linkograph in order
to map design moves and their relations with other
alternatives, measure of productivity is not analysed
in the same way as Goldschmidt’s Linkography. This
study takes the number of unique ideas as indicative of creative production refering back to flexibility measure of creativity. Therefore, this graph will
be read in terms of the number of individual moves
who are not linked to any other move added to the
number of the highest degree of link in each web to
define the flexibiliy value. The fluidity value is read
by the number of total moves made.

Selection of digital software
This study has utilized SketchUp as digital design
medium. The reason for specifically selecting SketchUp as the digital modelling tool to be used in this
study is to make sure that the design process will
take place in a simple and ubiquously used digital
environment and the designers will feel comfortable
to work with. This software selected to minimize ar-
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guments such as time consuming affect of level of
detail offered by digital tools. SketchUp is a digital
modelling tool that does not offer extensive level of
detail rather, allows for massive forms to be built.

RESULTS
Table 1 shows the raw results obtained in the study.
The table shows the alias’ that participants have
chosen, total number of design alternatives generated by each paricipant, number of unique design
alternatives and the key words chosen to define
each proposal for both conventional sketching and
Sketch-up conditions. The keywords are color coded
for easy viewing. Each unique design alternative
is assigned a unique color within the rows corresponding to the same participant since the flexibility measure refering to variety of design ideas are
assessed per participant. Any re-interpreted idea is
given the same color. Re-interpretation of design
ideas are assessed both through keywords assigned
by the participants and through a subjective evaluation of the design solutions by the reviewer.
According to this table, the graphic in Figure 2
has been created for each participant and for both
cases. Each hollow node represents a design alternative noted down with a keyword by the participant.
Related design ideas are connected with a link represented with a solid dot. This helps for a reading of
how many design ideas are generated from a former
one.
The results comply with former research made
in this area. The total number of design alternatives
generated using conventional sketching media is
53 where the total number of design alternatives
generated using Sketch-up 3D modelling software
is 33 (Table 2). Total number of unique design solutions using conventional sketching media is 35 and
the total number of unique design alternatives using Sketch-up 3D modelling software is 22.
The results show that time restriction has not
worked as a catalyst in the digital design process.
According to Table 2, sketching condition shows
23.26% more fluidity compared to 3D modelling

condition. When flexibility measure is taken sketching condition shows %22.82 more flexibility compared to 3D modelling condition. Although time
restriction attempts to maximize the tendency to
think laterally, the results show that digital media
has not been as productive as conventional sketching. This is taken as an indicative for presence of
reasons other than only a matter of vertical thinking
versus lateral thinking. Therefore, future research
should investigate other possibilities that restrict
digital media from being as productive as conventional sketching.
This sudy has taken flexibility and fluidity measures of creativity to assess production in two media.
According to flexibility and fluidity test of creativity,
traditional sketching medium has proven more fluid
and flexible by producing more alternatives to the
design problem.
Although flexibility numbers seem to favour the
sketching condition, the ratio suggesting the same
amount of loss from total number of design alternatives generated to the number of unique design alternatives has been observed for both cases. In both
conditions, this ratio indicates that 66% of the total
number of ideas were unique ideas.

CONCLUSION
The study has indicated results that comply with
former research in this area favouring the traditional
sketching medium. The study has attempted to investigate vertical thinking factor, a suspect as the inhibitor of productivity when 3D modelling software
is utilized. Other factors are now open to investigation in order to improve 3D modelling software so
that it may better support creativity.
The author finds potential in investigating these
media in terms of their interfaces. What these interfaces afford and how these interfaces feel may be
the next step for this study. The investigation should
consist of the tacit knowledge passed on through involvement of sensory motors acting directly on the
representation versus a click and drag move cycle as
well as the issue of ambiguity.
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Table 1
Summary of Results.
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Figure 2
Linkograph.

Table 2
Quantitative Distribution of
Design Alternatives.
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